
Agenda Item 10. CVs for Nominees
Nominee for election as Secretary of the GPC
Soo Coates nominated by Durham Guild
I am a retired primary school teacher with more than 20 years experience in the classroom. During my time teaching
I became involved with Education Unions and worked as a Union Learning Rep, a District Secretary, Case worker
and a National Executive member. I was fully involved in organising and delivering Professional Development
courses for education professionals in the North East of England. I became an Early Years advisor to the National
Executive of a major education union and served on a Professional Advisory panel in that capacity for the Department
of Education in developing professional standards for Education support staff. Prior to training as a teacher I worked
in the IT industry during the 1980 and 90s running support telephone help lines for word processing and worked in
Software sales. I was able to further develop my IT skills working as co-ordinator for Computer skills in my own
school and worked as E-safety officer and CEOP ambassador in my region which included developing and delivering
IT safety courses for Education staff. I believe that with these skills I am ideally suited to the role of Secretary for
the Association of Guilds of Weavers, Spinner and Dyers.

Nominees for election to General Purposes Committee
Heather Beckett nominated by Tawe Guild
I have been a member of Taw Guild for about 9 years, a spinner for 12 years and a weaver for 8. Before
retirement I was s couple counsellor using listening and negotiating skills frequently. I am currently Chair of Tawe
Guild. I enjoy teaching workshops for new weavers and spinners.

Barbara Thomas nominated by Brecknock Guild
I have been guild member for nearly 30 years and enjoy all kinds of textile craft although I am predominantly a
weaver. I am currently enjoying experimenting with eco-printing after doing this workshop at Summer School
2017. I have also done a stint on the Journal Committee.

Alison Castle nominated by Tynedale Guild
I have been spinning and weaving for many years, although I have been distracted from time to time. Nancy lee
Child taught me to spin in 1980, and as well as a “traddy” I bought my first loom from her at the same time.
Moving to Lincolnshire in  1983, I joined the Lindum Guild but hen came the fist distraction – Patchwork. In south
Wales in 1988 I joined a small group where my weaving was elevated by much help from the late Dora Care. In
the far North in the 1990s I joined the Highland Textile Guild, but then moved to N.E. England where the second
Big Distraction occurred – Beads – both making (Lampwork) and working. This obsession lasted some years.
However, I joined the Tynedale guild in the early 2000s and have been spinning, weaving and dyeing ever since.
I was programme organiser for three years and was also involved with the WoolSack Project from 2010-2012.
Recently I have turned to tablet weaving and spend much time trying to work it out!

Roberto Campana nominated by London Guild
I have been a member of the London guild for over 10 years. I am a Chemist by profession so have a keen
interest in natural dyeing. Over the years I have learnt to weave and been on several Summer Schools and
courses which I have thoroughly enjoyed. The reason I want to join the GPC is to ensure the craft is kept alive
and the knowledge is passed on. The Association does a wonderful job organising events to keep weaving,
spinning and dyeing alive.

Penelope Blogg nominated by Dorset Guild
I joined the Dorset guild in 2006 with the aim to learn to spin. I became chair in 2010 and set up AGWSD’s
Exhibition at Killerton in 2016. I gained a high credit in the Certificate of Achievement in spinning in 2017. I have
been self-employed in the textile business all my adult life, teaching textiles, Art and Design, Interior Design and
soft furnishings at Yeovil College for the latter part.

Nicola Knott nominated by Diss and District Guild
I have been invited to join tht GPC as part of my role as AGWSD Stuart Groom Memorial Librarian. I am
passionate about maintaining the Library as a usable resource for the membership and will continue to work hard
for all members. My background is in science and education at Tertiary level and I am a keen, novice spinner,
weaver and Dyer.



Nominee for election to the Journal Editorial Committee (JEC)

Hillary Miller nominated by Gwynedd Guild
I have been a spinner for about 30 years and started to weave a few years later. I knit with hand-spun yarn and
dabble with dyeing occasionally. Over the years I have had much support through my Guild – learning from
workshops and the considerable knowledge of other members. I helped to organise the 2001 Summer School in
Bangor, having enjoyed attending several Summer Schools before that. I undertook the Bradford College HNC in
Handwoven Textile Design from 2001 – 2003. I subsequently became a member of the Journal Editorial
Committee. Since retiring from full time work I volunteered to return to JEC and have been co-opted over the past
year. it is satisfying to contribute to the production of a publication with such high standards and which supports
the crafts of spinning, weaving and dyeing.
As well as textiles I enjoy gardening, as a volunteer at the local botanic garden and on my very windy allotment. I
grow some dye plants on the allotment, especially woad as indigo is such a magic dye.

Carolyn Griffiths nominated by On-Line Guild
I retired early but I had previously worked as a business executive in the telecommunication industry. The aspect
of the job that is the most relevant to this work was ‘process engineering’ and policy writing. This required
assessing the business and developing process and policy to ensure the business was operating efficiently. I
also worked in research marketing in the same field which was as uninspiring as it sounds. My creative side
evolved alongside as I was always interested in fine craft. I studied stained glass and later fused glass for more
than 25 years but a back injury put paid to heavy lifting. During this time I moved to Frome and became
fascinated by woad and indigo. I have spent the past 4 years researching the archives for information on the
subject which culminated in a book. I also bought a loom and my stash will now last a lifetime. I look forward to
working with the like minded colleagues as my background is varied which may prove a bonus.

Sarah Pape nominated by Durham Guild
I am taking early retirement from the NHS in 2018 and would like to use some of my spare time making a
contribution to AGWSD. A lifelong crafter, I have been spinning and dyeing for 10 years and learned to weave 3
years ago. I have extensive experience of writing and editing scientific papers for publication and recently co-
authored an exhibition preview for the Association’s Journal. However, I am willing to contribute in whatever form
the JEC requires. I am happy to travel to meetings when necessary.







Proposition - to be voted on at the 2018 AGM
(Please read the guidelines on the previous page before completing this form)

The London Guild proposes that

The Association reviews the role of the biennial conference and whether it is still appropriate and useful.

Reason for proposition:

The organisers of the forthcoming conference would like to make the observations that:
1. cost of suitable venues are increasing and are VAT liable
2. there is an increasing likelihood that charges for conferences will be out of reachfor many guild members
3. increased burden on local guild members to organise conference
4. increased risk to Association finances and reputation of having expensive conferences organised by people

with little or no experience
5. possibility of local guilds working together to invite conference calibre speakers to local events if a National

Conference did not take place
6. whether alternate years of holding Summer School and National exhibition would be a sufficient national

activity for the Association’s regions to undertake

1. Signed                              Date  9.2.2018

Please print name        Andrea Easey                    Position in Guild  Chair

2. Signed                     Date 9.2.2018

Please print name   Wendy Morris                         Position in Guild  President












